
Lesson Plan

Name: Maya Issac Unit/Topic:  Add/Subtract Decimals Week of: October 11-15, 2021

Monday: 10/11 Tuesday:10/12 Wednesday:10/13 Thursday: 10/14 Friday: 10/15

TEKS/AP Standards: 4.4A

Objective(s): We will add and subtract decimal numbers using
standard algorithm.

We will take a test on decimal place value and adding
and subtracting decimals.

IXL-Diagnostic

Bellwork: Word Problems Word Problems

Learning Activity: Add and Subtract Decimals Interactive Notebook
Activity

IXL-Diagnostic

Fact Fluency X4
Flocabulary
Flashcards

X4
Flocabulary
Flashcards

X4
Kahoot

Key Vocabulary: Decimal, decimal point, tenth, hundredth Decimal, decimal point, tenth, hundredth

Guided/Independent
Practice:

Go Math Lesson 6.4 and 6.5
Create an anchor chart with a simple
addition/subtraction problem using decimal numbers.
(Ex: 4.76 + 3.55)  (Ex: 9.22 - 5.55) Discuss with students
the importance of writing the numbers and lining up
place value correctly. Using graph paper instruct the
students to always start by lining up the decimal first
then writing the numbers around it. Once the problem
is written down instruct the students to drop the
decimal before they start adding. This will help prevent
a place value error and prevent them from recording
the answer without a decimal. Next create a problem
that doesn’t have the same number of digits. (Ex: 2.01
+ 1.1) (Ex: 9.1 – 6.88) When starting this problem
describe how first lining up the decimal will prevent a
place value error. Demonstrate possible errors that put
numbers in the wrong place value and result in an
incorrect answer. Instruct students to line up the
decimal and then fill in blank place values with a zero.
Just like when we compare decimals, adding the zero
to the hundredths place doesn’t change the value, but
helps hold the place value to prevent errors. Allow
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students to continue to practice with a partner.

Lesson Closure: Daily Task Assessment

Assessment-Formative,
Summative/Exit Ticket:
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Homework Problem Set 15 Problem Set 16

Key Questions During Lesson:

What is adding? How do you regroup a decimal number? How can you add a tenths number to a hundredths?

What is subtracting? How do you regroup a decimal number? How can you subtract a number that doesn’t have the same number of digits?


